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Press Quotes & Testimonials:
“The (Yeats Project’s) music is a mixture of Sarah’s originals and arrangements… It was
the arranging which struck me when I first heard the music back in 2012; the poems lend
themselves to beautiful, lush treatments, and Sarah uses the ensemble’s nine instruments
to great effect. The result is contemporary sounding but still tuneful, an interesting mix of
chamber music and improvisation; Sarah’s impressive vocals soar over top.”
– Josh Grossman- Artistic Director, Toronto Downtown Jazz
"We really love Sarah's stunning sophisticated jazz... the style is powerful, stirring yet
gentle and very subtle… Sarah's feel and experience is evident and shows in a very
confident way…”
- Peter Merrett - Programming Director, PBS 106-7FM Melbourne, Australia
“Since the wedding, we have continued to receive very positive feedback about the
ceremony, and particularly your singing! A number of friends have said they were very
impressed. One friend said she was "blown away" with how beautiful your voice is.
Another friend said they did not want to sing during the service because they only wanted
to hear your singing. Thank you for making our ceremony such a beautiful event.”
- Barbara & Robert - Toronto Wedding Ceremony, July 2015
“Sarah has that voice quality that stands out among the others. A voice that grabs your
attention…”
- Leon Reyes - KVMR Radio 89.5 FM Nevada City/Sacramento, California
Host: Leon's Jazz In A Box
"An extremely talented and well versed vocalist, Sarah’s on the ground training shows
through and has made her more than a capable artist. Jazz is in excellent hands with the
likes of Sarah."
- Tony Bates - Highlands 100.7FM, Australia
"Sarah is equipped with a lovely voice and a go-get-em attitude…"
- Ashante Infantry - The Toronto Star
"The Jazz A List", April 25, 2006

